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The existence of vacancy-impurity clusters due to quantum properties of vacancies in phase separated solid
solutions of4He in 3He is analyzed and discussed. An additional mechanism called vacancy-assisted nucleation
is proposed. According to this assumption the vacancy-impurity clusters should have the bcc structure.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vacancy-impurity clusters(VIC) were predicted in 1978
by this author1 (see also Refs. 2 and 3) as one of a series
structural effects that could appear due to the quantum nature
of vacancies and impurities in quantum crystals. This effect
was confirmed in 2001(Ref. 4) and further investigated5–7 in
the famous experiments of the Kharkov group, using meth-
ods based on a precise measuring of the pressure variations
in phase separation of solid solutions3He-4He. The effect is
based on the fact that the delocalization of a vacancy in a
quantum solid is attended with a lowering of the energy by
an amount of the half vacancion bandwidth. This requires,
however, a good periodicity of the surrounding area. In he-
lium solid solutions the periodicity can be violated by iso-
tope impurities. Hence, the vacancy could(i) push out the
impurities, (ii ) attract them and create a cluster of impurity
atoms, or(iii ) rearrange host atoms and impurities in a peri-
odic lattice. We show that all three possibilities can be real-
ized in the helium solutions. Other possibilities can be found
in Refs. 2 and 3. Ganshin and co-workers4–7 observed clus-
ters of4He impurities around vacancies in dilute solutions of
4He in 3He. They called them Andreev-Pushkarov nanoclus-
ters having probably in mind some analogy between the
structural effect in solid solutions1 and the magnetic vacancy
in pure3He proposed by Andreev8 but unfortunately not ob-
served yet.

The aim of this Brief Report is to consider some pecu-
liarities of the vacancy-impurity clusters. It follows from our
considerations that magnetic vacancy is not a favorable va-
cancy structure in3He-4He quantum solid solutions. A va-
cancy in the solvent of3He delocalizes not due to spin or-
dering of 3He atoms but at the expense of attracting and
ordering of4He in a cluster. Attention is turned to an addi-
tional mechanism in cluster creation and evidence in support
to the theory presented is shown.

II. THE REMOVAL EFFECT

Let us consider an isolated vacancy in a dilute solution.
Let «0 be the formation energy of a localized vacancy(in-
cluding the relaxation of the lattice around the empty site).
The delocalization lowers this energy by an amount ofD /2,
whereD is the vacancion energy bandwidth. However, this is
only possible in a periodic lattice because in such a lattice
the Bloch theorem and the band structure exist. The impuri-
ties should hence be removed from the surrounding region.
Let R be the radius of this region[measured in this work in
interatomic distancesa=sVm/NAd1/3]. The lowest energy

level « in such a potential region can be evaluated using the
Heisenberg uncertainty principle. This yields

« = p2"2/MR2, s1d

whereM is the vacancion effective mass. It is simply related
to the tunneling amplitudeA (called sometimesexchange
integral). For cubic crystalsM ="2/ sAa2d. In the same nota-
tion the bandwidth isD=zA, z being the number of the near-
est neighbors. For a hcp latticeM ="2/ s2Aa2d, and the en-
ergy band consists of two partially overlapping parts.2,3,9,10

We consider in this work for simplicity the relation for cubic
crystalsM ="2/A with a=1. Therefore Eq.(1) takes the form

« = p2A/R2. s2d
Typical values for the probability amplitude are
A<1–1.5 K.

The removal reduces the entropy. Hence, the change of
the free energy is of the form

F = E − TS= «0 −
D

2
+

p2A

R2 +
4

3
pR3TS, s3d

whereS=x lnse/xd is the entropy per unit lattice site, andx is
the impurity concentration. Expression(3) has a minimum
at1

Rm = S pA

2TS
D1/5

s4d

and the volume free of impurities is

V0 =
4

3
pS pA

2TS
D3/5

. s5d

This result is restricted by the requirement that the free en-
ergy be not smaller than«0−D /2, as well as by the condition
Rm.a. The latter condition is stronger, and readsTS,A. In
addition, the energy of the first quantum level(2) should be
less thanD /2, i.e.,

Rm . pÎ2A/D = pÎ2/z. s6d

For a bcc latticesz=8d this inequality meansRm.p /2. Note
that this condition does not depend on the value of energy
bandwidth, and for simple lattices depends only on the num-
ber of nearest neighbors. For a hcp lattice the condition(6) is
replaced byRm.2pÎA/D and the corresponding value of
Rm is greater.

Of course, expressions(3)–(6) are only estimations show-
ing the order of magnitude. These formulas do not take into
account the change of the impurity concentration in the so-
lution. The important result is that the size of the removal
region is determined by the interplay between the amplitude
A (the vacancy exchange integral, not the bandwidth) and the
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entropy term, and does not depend on the delocalization en-
ergy, D /2, and the impuriton characteristics. The quantum
nature of the impuritons shows itself in their mobility. The
large value of the entropy term is the reason the zone motion
of defects in3He to be suppressed.

An analogous formula has been obtained by Andreev8 for
the number of aligned spinsNs around a vacancy in solid
3He. In that caseS=n ln 2=ln 2 and expression(5) takes the
form

Ns =
4

3
pS pA

2T ln 2
D3/5

. s7d

This equation withT=150 mK andA=1 K yields Rm<1.5
andNs<14. Note that with this value ofRm the delocaliza-
tion energyp2A/Rm

2 <4.5 K turns out to be larger than the
half bandwidthD /2 in 3He, i.e., the first quantum level does
not lie in the well. The minimum value of the free energy
turns out to be higher than the formation energy of a local-
ized vacancy: Fmin=«0−D /2+11.85A3/5T2/5→«0−D /2
+5.55.«0. Therefore, the effect considered could take place
eventually at extremely low temperaturessT&10 mKd,
where, however, the vacancy concentrationf,exps−D /Tdg is
negligible.

Let us turn back to the4He-3He solid solutions. The ap-
proximation above can be improved2,3 for the more realistic
case of vacancies in a solution with a given small concentra-
tion xv=nv /N and a concentration of impuritiesx=ni /N. As a
result of the removal, the impurity concentration increases to
the value

x8 =
ni

N − NxvV
=

x

1 − xvV
, s8d

whereV is the area around a vacancy free of impurities. The
problem can be formulated as looking for the minimal work
for changing the concentration in the solutionx→x8 by re-
moving xvVN particles of the solvent.

The Gibbs potential for a solution with concentrationx is
of the form11

F1 = Nm0 + NxT ln
x

e
+ Nxc, s9d

where m0 is the chemical potential of a pure solvent, and
c=csT,Pd. After removal, the impurity concentration be-
comesx8, since the same number of impurities is distributed
over N8=N−xvVN=Ns1−xvVd=Nx8 /x lattice sites. There-

fore, the Gibbs potentialF̃2 of the solution has the same
form (9) with x andN replaced byx8 andN8=Nx8 /x, while
the potential of the pure solvent removed isF0=xvVNm0.
Their sum is

F2 = F̃2 + F0 = Nm0 + NxT ln
x8

e
+ Nxc. s10d

The differenceF2−F1 is

DF = NTx ln
x8

x
. s11d

Hence, the variation of the entropy equals

DS= Nx ln
x8

x
. s12d

The change in the energy due to the presence ofNxv vacan-
cions in the system is

DE = NxvS«0 −
D

2
+

p2A

R2 D s13d

and finally the free energy per particle takes the form

F = xvS«0 −
D

2
+

p2A

R2 D − xT lnS1 − xv
4

3
pR3D . s14d

The free energyF has its minimum at

R= S pA

2Tx8
D1/5

, V0 =
4

3
pS pA

2Tx8
D3/5

. s15d

In Eqs. (15) the concentrationx8 stands instead of the en-
tropy S=x lnse/xd. The minimal value of the free energy is
then

Fmin = «0 −
D

2
+

10

3
pSpA

2
D3/5

, sTxd2/5 = «0 −
D

2
+

5

2
nx, s16d

wherenx=xV is the number of impurities removed by one
vacancy. The change in the free energy affects the equilib-
rium vacancy concentration:

xv = expH−
«0 − D/2

T
−

10p

3
SpA

2T
D3/5

x2/5J = x̄v expH−
5

2
VxJ .

s17d

Hence, the equilibrium vacancy concentration decreases with
increasing number of defects removed.

Let us evaluate the volumesV0 andV for the typical val-
uesA=1 K, T=0.1 K, andx=1%. Then one has by means of
Eqs. (5) and (15) V0=123, V=346. For T=0.2 K and
x=2% the same expressions yieldV0=60 andV=150 (we
did not take into account an eventual dependence ofx8 on T).
The dependence of the number of atoms in a free of impuri-
ties region on temperature(at constantx8) corresponding to
formulas(5) and(15) is shown in Fig. 1. In fact, the number
of the removed impurities by a vacancynx=xV,2–5 and
the relative change of the concentrationdx/x is of the order
of several percent. However, this can lead to a noticeable
decrease of the vacancy equilibrium concentration by more
than 2 orders of magnitude[see Eq.(17)]. It is worth noting
that the region considered is not a cluster. It consists of sol-
vent atoms and has no boundaries, surface energy, etc.

III. DIFFUSION

The removal effect may be considered as an effective re-
pulsion that prevents impurities and vacancies be closer to

FIG. 1. The number of atomsV0 versus temperature at different
concentrations. Solid line,x8=1% [Eq. (15)]; dashed line,x8=2%
[Eq. (15)]; long-dashed line,x8=2% [Eq. (5)].
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each other. This means that an effective cross section of im-
puriton scattering on vacancies may be introduced. It can be
evaluated by means of the radiusR and is of the order of
s,pR2,pspA/2Txd2/5. In order to avoid any misunder-
standing we would like to note that this is not the case of4He
impurities in3He, because their zone motion is frustrated by
the chaotic orientation of the nuclear spins of the lattice at-
oms. It could take place in a strong orienting magnetic field.
The values ofs for a hypothetic quasiparticle in a medium
with helium characteristics ares,60a2 (at T=100 mK and
x=1%). Even if the exact size of the cross section may
change in a more precise consideration, the diffusion coeffi-
cient has peculiar dependencies on temperature and concen-
tration:

D = D0
T2/5

x3/5 . s18d

We considered until now concentrations less than the satura-
tion concentrationxs. If x8.xs, then a new phase of impuri-
ties appears. The effect of vacancies on this phase is consid-
ered in the next section.

IV. VACANCY-IMPURITY CLUSTERS

Let us consider a solid solution of impurity atoms(say
4He) with a concentrationx=n/N whereN is the number of
solvent atoms(say 3He). If x,xs, the Gibbs potential is of
the form (9),

F1 = Nm0 + nT ln
n

Ne
+ nc, s19d

where m0 refers to the pure solvent andc=csP,Td. The
chemical potentialsm3 andm4 that correspond to the solvent
atoms and impurities in the solution are

m3 = m0 − Tx, m4 = T ln x + c. s20d

Let us movedn impurities from the solution to their
“pure” concentrated phase. The change of the thermody-
namic potential is

DF = − dnsT ln x + cd + dnm4
0.

The chemical potentialm4
0 of the pure phase corresponds to

some saturation concentration,xs (otherwise, the phase
should dissolve). Hence,m4

0=T ln xs+c and

DF = − dnT ln
x

xs
= − NTdx ln

x

xs
. s21d

We suppose that alldn atoms are confined tonv vacancies.
Then, repeating the procedure in Sec. II yields

R= S pA

2Tulnsx/xsdu
D1/5

s22d

with the restrictionsTulnsx/xsdu,A andxÞxs. If the concen-
tration x equals the saturation(equilibrium) concentration,
then the entropy term vanishes and the vacancy is fully de-
localized. This effect should be seen in a rapid increase of
the vacancy mobility inside the pure phase. Such an obser-
vation was reported in Ref. 12 where fast nonphonon exci-
tations were found in solid4He with a small concentration of
3He. Let us mention thatx is the concentration in the matrix
after the clusters formation. The values ofx andxs should be
taken from the experiment and the phase diagram. A quite

sophisticated analysis using known data for helium solutions
was recently made in Ref. 7. The authors found for the clus-
ter size R<s2.1–4.4da. Some corrections to these values
should appear due to the fact that the authors have used the
bandwidthD in the expression for the localization energy
p2D /R2 instead ofA [see Eq.(2)]. As a result, the first quan-
tum levele has turned out to lie out of the potential well with
a depthD /2 (p2D /R2.D /2 for all values ofR obtained).

For a rough evaluation one can simplify Eq.(22). If the
initial concentration isx0, then x=x0−xvV−ns/N<xs−xvV
wherens is the number of atoms in the pure phase and we
neglect the small number of solvent atoms solved in the pure
phase. The initial concentration drops out as it should be in a
case of phase separated mixture in equilibrium. Then Eq.
(22) can be rewritten in the form

pA

2T
= R5 lnUS1 −

xv

xs

4

3
pR3DU <

xv

xs

4

3
pR8 s23d

and therefore

R= S3A

8T

xs

xv
D1/8

. s24d

For T=150 mK, xv=10−5, xs=5310−3 one hasR<2.5 and
V<60sxvV/xs=0.12!1d. One has to keep in mind, however,
that this simplification requiresxvV!xs and is not applicable
to the most interesting low-temperature case wherexs can be
smaller thanxvV.

It is worth noting that VIC can appear both inside an
existing phase and as a separate inclusion. This makes diffi-
cult to evaluate the role of the surface energy.

V. LOCAL PHASE STRATIFICATION EFFECT,
VACANCY-ASSISTED NUCLEATION

This effect was predicted in the same work1 (see Refs. 2
and 3 as well) and is another indication for the quantum
nature of vacancies. It appears when the vacancion band
widths in two phases of one and the same substance(e.g.,
hcp and bcc4He) differ significantly. Let the hcp phase be
the stable one(near the transition to bcc). If a vacancy ap-
pears, the energy increases byeh−Dh/2 (subscripth corre-
sponds to hcp). If it were in a bcc phase, the energy change
would beeb−Db/2. Since near the phase separation the ther-
modynamic potentials of the pure phases are almost equal,
the more favorable state is determined by the difference
dE=eh−Dh/2−seb−Db/2d=de+sDb−Dhd /2. For large
enoughDb the differencedE.0 independently of the sign of
de and the bcc phase with a vacancy has lower energy. Of
course, the bottom of the band may become lower due to the
large difference of the vacancy formation energies. As shown
in Ref. 14 the vacancy activation energy in bcc4He is ap-
proximately a half of that in the hcp phase. The vacancy will
rearrange the4He atoms from hcp to bcc hence creating a
nuclei of a new phase. The sizeR of the nuclei can we
evaluated using the procedure applied above. The difference
of the free energy is

dF = de +
p2A

R2 + TdS
4

3
pR3, s25d
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whereA is the vacancion exchange integral in the bcc crys-
tal. Having in mind thatTdS=q is the latent heat, one obtains
the nuclei radius

Rn = SpA

2q
D1/5

. s26d

If one takes DS,10−2 by extrapolating Ref. 13, then
q,10−3 K and Rn<4.4, Vn<350.

In principle, one has to add the surface energyss4pR2d in
the right-hand side of Eq.(25). Then the minimum of the
free energy is determined by the solution of the expression

2TdSR5 + 4sR4 = pA. s27d

The surface tensions for hcp inclusions in bcc matrix of3He
atoms was found in Ref. 6 to be 5.5310−3 erg/cm2 and,
hencesa2/kB<5310−2 K/ a2. This yields a reduction ofR
about 2 times.

However, in our case the creation of the cluster may be
considered as a result of two consecutive phase transitions.
First, an inclusion of pure4He with hcp structure appears,
and then it changes to bcc. Hence, in the final configuration
the cluster and the matrix have one and the same bcc struc-
ture and the surface energy becomes less important com-
pared to the case when the matrix and the nuclei have differ-
ent structures. These are probably the clusters observed in
the experiments of the Kharkov group. After the inclusion
built of 4He atoms around a vacancy appears, a local phase
transition to the more favorable bcc phase occurs. This
makes the VIC even more stable. This effect is most likely to
contribute to the curious observation in Ref. 15 that the lat-
tice constants in both phases of a phase-separated solution
increase after heating.

Experimental evidence to support our hypothesis should
be looked for not only in phase-separated solutions. As we
showed in Refs. 1–3 inclusions of bcc4He should manifest
themselves in a hysteresis at bcc-hcp transitions of pure4He.
In this case one can use the experimental data for the transi-
tion line hcp-bcc and a nuclei contains,200–250 atoms.
Phase nuclei of the same kind and of approximately the same
size should appear in liquid helium near the liquid-solid tran-
sition line.

The theory of VIC in3He-4He solid solutions with small
concentration of4He atoms is instructive from another point
of view as well. At first glance, the small exchange integral
in the spin-spin interaction of3He atoms compared to the
vacancion bandwidth should lead to their easy orientation. It
does not happen due to the large entropy factor. So, the va-
cancy prefers to “rearrange” atoms(not spins), organizing a
local phase of impurities, and to delocalize in this phase. Its
choice is the minimal change of entropy.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work three effects due to the quantum nature of
vacancies in solid helium were considered relative to the
vacancy-impurity complexes observed recently in phase-
separated solid solutions of4He in 3He. The size of a cluster
depends on the ratio of the vacancy exchange integralA and
the entropy termTDS, and does not depend directly on the
vacancion bandwidth. The experimental results cannot give,
therefore, information about the bandwidth. Nevertheless, it
is essential for the phase transition. It is hypothesized that
VIC in rear 4He-3He solutions undergo two transitions: first
complexes with hcp structure appear and then they transfer
to bcc clusters. The transition is controlled by the positions
of the bottoms of the vacancy bands, and by the minimum
entropy change. The evaluation of the cluster size is in good
agreement with the experimental observations. It is shown
that near the separation line the size of the vacancy cluster
rapidly increases, and the vacancy becomes delocalized and
mobile inside the4He phase. It is hypothesized that this
could be the fast nonphonon mode observed in Ref. 12. The
effect of vacancy-assisted local phase stratification should be
observable near the bcc-hcp as well as bcc-liquid transition.
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